**Proposed OpenEMR Office Visit Workflow**

**Front Desk**
- Check in patient

**MA/Support Staff**
- Greet patient and escort to exam room
- Log into OpenEMR
- Enter vitals, reason for visit, pain, allergies, etc.
- Check current medication
- Log out and let the provider know that the patient is ready

**Provider**
- Log into OpenEMR and locate patient in Calendar
- Verify allergies, medication, and history in Patient Summary
- Interview the patient
- Check decision support alerts and review health plans
- Perform the exam
- Prescribe medication (follow e-prescribing workflow)
  - Yes
    - Place lab and imaging orders
  - No
    - Enter billing or charge information
    - Is there any lab work needed?
    - Enter and print patient instructions
    - Complete visit documentation
    - Place lab and imaging orders
    - Sign and close visit encounter